Jahn-Teller Splitting in Single Adsorbed Molecules Revealed by Isospin-Flip Excitations.
Scanning tunneling spectroscopy measurements of Mn phthalocyanine (MnPc) molecules adsorbed on (sqrt[3]×sqrt[3]) surface alloys show single inelastic steps at exclusively positive or negative bias strongly depending on the tip position. This is in contrast to conventional molecular excitation thresholds, which are independent of the current direction and therefore always occur at both positive and negative bias. This polarity selectivity is found to coincide with the spatial distribution of occupied and empty orbitals. Because of the interaction with the substrate, charge transfer into the doubly degenerate d_{π} orbitals of MnPc takes place. The resulting Jahn-Teller effect lifts the degeneracy and leads to an isospin- or pseudospin-flip excitation, the inelastic analogue of an orbital Kondo resonance.